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An Efficiency Assessment of the Highway
User Charge System
by Fred Lee Smith , Jr.º

WHEN THE CARRIAGES which pass
W over the highway or the bridge, and
the lighters which sail upon the navi-
gable canal, pay toll in proportion to
their weight or their tunnage , they pay
for the maintenance of these public
works exactly in proportion to the wear
and tear which they occasion of them .
It seems scarce possible to invent a
more equitable way of maintaining such
work . Adam Smithi

*Note , however , that use may reflect
benefits derived and this may politically
justify use -based charges in excess of
direct costs as an " equitable " way of fi
nancing common costs . The creation of
political consensus is expensive ; thus
schemes which reduce political costs may
well be " efficient " in this meta -sense . Fi
nally , use - related charges may provide
better dynamic information on the bene
fits to be derived from additional ca
pacity investment or improved road qual
ity. Acquiring such information via use
related charges may be efficient enough
to outweigh the lost benefits of discour
aged road use .

INTRODUCTION

Despite the early prodding by Adam
Smith , the current user charge system in
the United States achieves to only a lim
ited degree the functions of a pricing
system . The current system lacks the
economic coherency that an efficient
user charge system would possess - mar
ginal cost prices plus efficient revenue
taxes if necessary . Economics dictates
that users should be charged the costs
that their use occasions . Thus , the mar
ginal costs of road use should be deter
mined and appropriate charges should
be introduced to charge users for each
use - related cost . Since there are several
dimensions of use along which costs in
crease , the appropriate user tax system
should be multi -part, with several types
of charges .
Highway overhead costs are a large
fraction of total costs , while most past
research indicates that occasioned costs
are relatively small. For this reason
marginal cost-based charges alone are
unlikely to yield revenue adequate to fi
nance the highway system . Although po
litical and economic considerations sug
gest that the major part * * of any short

was

cost -based charges whenever possible and
non -distorting taxes , as necessary , to
cover any revenue shortfall — is developed
in this paper , and used to assess the cur
rent user charge system .2
More efficient use of the highway sys
tem is important. Highway and highway
use are a major sector of our economy .
In 1975 , government highway expendi
tures were $30 billion , while expendi
tures and expenses on road travel
equalled $277 billion .3 Even small im
provements in the way these expendi
tures are incurred via more rational road
financing would involve large large sav
ings .
The paper is divided into three sec
tions. The following section discusses
the implications of an efficiency -based
highway user charge structure . The mar
ginal costs of road use are identified and
the functional relationships between use
and such costs discussed . In this section
also the concept of efficient revenue taxes
is introduced and discussed . The second
section of the paper discusses each of
the tax instruments now being used and
considers whether they are suitable to
either the pricing or revenue role . Few
existing taxes have any meaningful in
centive role ; although some appear effi
cient revenue raisers . The discussion in
both sections is qualitative ; the analyses
necessary to critique conclusively the cur
rent system have not yet been conducted .
As these conclusions are tentative , the
final section of the paper , therefore, in
dicates the analysis necessary to assess
the appropriateness of current system .
This question is topical, since Treasury

* *User charges currently make up on
ly 75 percent of all highway revenue .
This ratio has persisted for many years
and is unlikely to change .

fall still be financed by road users , effi
ciency requires that the additional reve
nue charges reduce road use as little as
possible * This efficiency focus —marginal

* Senior Research Economist , Associa
tion of American Railroads , Washington ,
D. C.
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has been requested by Congress ( Section
507 of the Surface Transportation As
sistance Act of 1978 ) to evaluate the
current highway excise tax program and
to suggest an improved system . Thus ,
this paper may be viewed as an input to
that process .

CRITERIA FOR EFFICIENT
HIGHWAY TAXATION

In this section , the types of road
costs that vary with use are identified
and the functional relationships between
such use and costs are discussed .Charges based on these considerations
play a resource allocation or pricing role .
Taxes designed to raise revenues effici
ently are then introduced , along with a
brief discussion of the necessity for
such taxes ,

Design Criteria for Highway Taxes
Serving a Pricing Role
The rationale for setting charges
equal to the marginal or avoidable costs
of road use is to ensure that society
benefits from road use . The economic
consequences of permitting a specific
road use , its marginal costs , should be
calculated and charged to the user.
Through this means , the user will then
judge whether the benefits of the trip
exceed its total costs .
Highway system costs vary in differ
ent ways depending upon road use . De
cisions made by road users affect main
tenance costs , interference costs , and ex
ternal costs . Since each of these costs
varies along a different dimension of
road use and may also differ substanti
ally over time and by locale , the appro
priate user charge structure would in
corporate a similar diversity of tax in
struments . The various national level
charges might be based on average use
related costs , with state and local sur
charges introduced to incorporate region
al cost variations.
At each level , the cost -related charge
should track as closely as possible the
decisions actually affecting road costs .
This should continue to the point that
the additional efficiency gains of a more
precise pricing scheme would be out -
weighed by its administrative costs . This
design problem is analogous to the com
monplace experience of the shared lunch .
Only if billed individually will each din
er consider fully the costs of his selec
tions . A collective bill (a less precise
pricing scheme ) will weaken the incen -
tive of each individual to consider the
costs of his decisions , and this weaken
ing effect will increase as the number of
people involved increases . The efficiency
losses will depend upon the extent to

which the decisions would differ under
the two pricing schemes. Individual bill
ing does involve greater administrative
expenses but in many cases these are
outweighed by the greater savings in
duced by assigning direct cost respon
sibility . The question of how precise the
charge should be cannot be answered
without analysis , but high administra
tive costs should not alone rule out a
charging concept . In any case , that a ve
hicle class cover its cost is not adequate ,
as this may be achieved by massive
cross -subsidies .
In any event , the design of an efficient
multi - part tax structure depends upon an
understanding of the relationship be
tween use and costs ; these are now dis
cussed .
Variable Maintenance Charges . The ef
ficiency rationale for levying variable
maintenance charges is to ensure that
road users consider the impact their use
has on road quality , and hence on gov
ernment maintenance expenditures and
user travel costs . Engineering studies in
dicate that vehicle weight and the con
figuration and type of axles over which
this weight is distributed determine the
stress placed on a road and hence the
avoidable fraction of road deterioration .
The costs of this depend upon the de
sign of the road , the unit costs of road
maintenance and repair , and the nature
of the traffic exposed to the degraded
roadway .

The economic consequences of the
weight -induced deterioration equal the
sum of the present value of the costs of
an accelerated maintenance schedule and
of the additional user costs . This sum ,
divided by a standardized measure of the
additional stress , defines the appropriate
charge . Although these calculations have
not been conducted , the engineering abil
ity to make such estimates is relatively
well developed .* The efficiency gains

* Pending such analysis , an indication
of the appropriate variable maintenance
charge can be obtained from work car
ried out by the Urban Institute . During
the 20 -year period 1956 to 1975 , total
road stress expressed in units of miles
of 18,000 -pound , single -axle travel was
estimated as 860 billion units, while the
corresponding avoidable government
maintenance and rehabilitation expendi
tures (changes in user costs related to
road quality were not assessed ) were
estimated as $44 billion .4 These figures
imply that the variable maintenance
charge would average about 5.2¢ per
equivalent axle mile traveled . This es
timate is understated by the exclusion
of the user -experienced costs of de
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ferred maintenance , but overstated by
the assumption that all maintenance
costs result from use.

from introducing damage - based mainte
nance charges are unknown but could
be considerable , given the growing
share of maintenance expenses in the
highway budget , and the massive costs
involved in deferred maintenance .
Variable maintenance charges in prin -
ciple should vary depending upon road
design and climatic conditions . A stand -
ard load will do greater physical dam -
age to a light than a heavy duty road,
to a wet than a dry roadbed . Damage to
light duty roads, however , is less expen -
sive to repair and may affect fewer ve -
hicles . In any case , engineering studies
suggest that the relation between road
stress and axle weight follows a fourth
power rule ; as axle weight doubles , dam -
age increases 16 times . The relation of
vehicle weight to stress will be some
what less since road stress varies with
axle weight , not gross weight . However ,
as shown in Figure 1, the stress imposed
by a 5-axle truck also increases expo -
nentially ; at 80 ,000 lbs. the damage is
over 6 times that created at 50 ,000 lbs .
Thus , the variable maintenance charge
component (not necessarily the total
user charge burden ) paid by a vehicle
should increase rapidly as the weight of
the vehicle increases .
Interference Charges . When several
vehicles whose performance characteris
tics differ use the same facility , they in
terfere with each other with some prob -
ability. The results of this interference
are increased travel times , accident
rates , vehicle operating costs , and driv .
er discomfort . The cost of these inter
ference effect will be a function of road
design , topography , the vehicles involved ,
and the level of traffic . Interference
includes such phenomena as passing con -
flicts and platooning ; however , conges
tion - the intensive interference experi
enced in high -volume traffic is the
major element in interference costs . In
deed, at times, economists have treated
congestion as if it constituted the sole
case for introducing road prices .
A British study , Road Pricing : Eco
nomic and Technological Possibilities ,
suggested major savings* from intro -

ducing even crude congestion prices ,5
The magnitude of these savings results
from the major differences between pri
vate and total costs of road use during
peak -use periods . A recent analysis sug
gests that during peak -hour conditions ,
total road use costs would almost double
average private costs .6
The revenues that might be raised via
interference charges are not readily de
termined . Small and Keeler provide es
timates of the tolls appropriate under
various volume and speed conditions ,
but present no data on their relative im
portance . Moreover, as they discuss , ra
tional pricing would include some peak
shifting and dampening that would re
duce revenues . Nonetheless , even assum
ing their lowest estimate , interference
charges would raise over one billion dol
lars . Since Small estimates peak load in
terference charges as more than three
hundred times o

ff
- peak charges (34¢ v
s .

. 1¢ per mile ) , peak load pricing would
raise greater sums - introduced broadly ,

perhaps tens of billions of dollars . How
ever , peak a

s opposed to average inter
ference charges should b

e

levied in a

time - and locale -sensitive fashion . This
may make such charges infeasible .

External Noise and Pollution Charges .

Besides the costs to other road users
and to government o

f additional road
use , road travel creates additional costs
resulting from pollution and noise . The
economic significance o

f
these will de

pend upon the population adjoining the
road and their sensitivity to such exter
nalities . Although the literature o

n pol
lution and noise costs is extensive , few
view the current estimates with confi
dence . Nonetheless , such costs obviously
vary with road travel and should be paid

b
y

the user where relevant . Again , the
magnitude o
f

such charges is likely to

be highly locale - and time -specific . Pol
lution in a windy , clean , unpopulated
area is less costly than the same pollu
tion in an urban area .

One attempt to estimate the per mile
pollution charges attributable to vehicle
traffic was conducted by Kenneth Small . 7

Pollution costs varied b
y type and vin

tage o
f

vehicle ; pre -1975 diesel buses
were estimated to cause $ .0096 per mile

o
f

air pollution costs (noise impacts were
not addressed ) , while 1974 model cars
resulted in pollution costs o

f only $ .002
per mile . Newer models were projected to

drop below $ .0004 per mile traveled .

Small ' s results support the belief that
external costs vary regionally ; estimated
per mile pollution costs in California
were three times the national average .

The external costs o
f

motor vehicle
travel appear less important o

n

a per

mile basis than interference costs . None

* Benefits were estimated a
t
$ 100 to

£150 million ; at that time revenues from
motor vehicles were only £713 million .

Benefits o
f

this magnitude might well
justify relatively elaborate pricing a

p

proaches .
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ROAD STRESS
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TRUCK WEIGHT
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Source : This curve is derived from the equivalency factors o
f Figure # 3 , Testi

mony Before the Oversight Subcommittee o
f

House Ways and Means .

American Association o
f

State Highway and Transportation Officials ,

November 2
9 , 1977 . Similar factors are presented in NCHRP Report # 141 ,

Changes in Legal Vehicle Weights and Dimensions . Robert E . Whiteside ,

e
t al . , 1975 . These latter figures indicate somewhat lower stress factors ,

especially for tandem axles .

FIGURE 1

theless , were such charges introduced ,

revenues o
n the order o
f billions of dol

lars might b
e obtained , although this

would gradually decline a
s less polluting

vehicles enter the vehicle fleets . The ef
ficiency benefits o

f introducing external
cost charges may be substantial , since

current control strategies make little
use o

f

the substantial opportunities users
possess to reduce the impact o

f pollution
and noise .

Summary : The analysis necessary to

estimate the efficiency benefits o
f mar

ginal costs pricing have not been con
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ducted . However , the scale of the costs
involved - road maintenance , user operat
ing costs , interference , and air pollution
- is large , on the order of tens of bil
lions of dollars annually . The current
financing system , as later discussed , cre -
ates few incentives for users to consid -
er the impact their acts have on these
costs . Thus , the case that substantial
benefits might be realized is plausible . A
quantitative case will require further
study . An analysis of the revenue mar
ginal cost charges would raise has not
yet been conducted , although the discus
sion above suggests that such user
charges could raise substantial sums. In
deed, since total road expenditures in
1975 were about $28 billion , widespread
introduction of marginal cost charges
might even yield a revenue surplus ,* al

would be raised by revenue taxes .
Unlike pricing or incentive charges ,
revenue taxes should not influence indi .
vidual user or user class behavior . Such
shifts would move the road system away
from an efficient pattern of resource util
ization . Unfortunately , any tax offers
some opportunity for evasion and thus
introduces some inefficiency . The design
problem become that of defining a set of
revenue taxes that finance the shortfall ,
while minimizing the combined adminis
tration and inefficiency costs .*

* In principle, all economic activities
would be candidates for such revenue
raising taxes . As noted , some highway
financing already derives from general
taxes . However , political considerations
make it likely that taxes levied on road
users will continue to be the major
source of highway financing .* The concept of surplus depends upon

the costs attributed to the highway sys
tem . Lee argues that the relevant road
budget should include the extra costs
that private industry would incur in a
comparable role .8

though this is highly unlikely, since it
would require widespread use of inter
ference charges , which are likely to en
counter great political resistance .* *

The economics of this are shown in
Figure 2. The marginal cost curves are
assumed to include any relevant effici .
ency -based user costs . In Panel 2A , the
efficient level of road use is defined by
the intersection of the two curves . Panel
2B indicates that a revenue tax sur
charge shifts upward the supply curve .
This both distorts the consumption pat
tern and raises revenue . The triangle
MNO represents the net inefficiency (wel
fare loss, " excess burden ," dead weight
loss ) of the tax , while the rectangle
NMP 'pº represents the revenues raised .
The ratio indicates the costs or burden
of the specific tax at the level indicated . *

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

* * As evidence , consider the reaction of
EPA 's attempt to introduce urban park
ing surcharges as a means of controlling
air pollution .

For the foreseeable future, the reve
nues raised via road prices will fall far
short of the total revenue requirements
of the road system . Thus , an important
role for revenue taxes seems inevitable .
The criteria that should guide their de
velopment are now discussed .

* Research to estimate the burden of
specific taxes is relatively rare . The re
source misallocation or inefficiency costs
of taxation are not currently reported in
the Budget , although Treasury has tak
en a step in its reporting on tax expendi
tures . 9Design Criteria for

Revenue -Raising Taxes

Taxes intended to raise revenue are
necessary , as long as incentive or pric
ing charges prove inadequate to finance
the road system . Although the require
ment that road users finance the road
system yields no precise revenue re
quirement , this paper makes the con -
ventional assumption that the highway
budget is the sum of federal, state , and
local road expenditures . If the non -user
subsidy of 25 percent continues , user
charges should raise about $21 billion .
Marginal cost -based charges likely to be
instituted ( largely , variable maintenance
and average interference charges ) might
raise one - fourth of this . The remainder

The highway situation is, of course ,
more complex . Current charges are lev
ied not on road use per se but on some
travel-related commodity such as fuel.
Also , charges imposed on one type of
use or activity may well affect the de
mands for other goods ; for example ,
gasoline taxes will increase the demand
for diesel . This more general question of
how revenue shortfalls under marginal
cost pricing should be financed has been
considered and answered in the public
utility literature.10 The rule is that in
troduced earlier - efficient revenue taxa
tion should follow an " inverse elasticity "
rule — taxes should be levied on those
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THE BURDEN OF TAXATION
Panel 2A – Base Case

For taxes intended to raise revenue ,
the criteria are simple . Taxes should
raise as much revenue as possible , while
creating little administrative and tax
burden costs . An efficient tax structure
has no place for taxes that involve sub
stantial administrative costs , but that
raise little revenue and that serve no
pricing role . Special taxes may, however ,
be the most effective way of levying
charges or collecting revenues from a
special subgroup of road users .
In brief , user charges should encour
age users to make most efficient use of
the road system , while financing most
government highway expenditures . There
is no perfect or final highway tax pro
gram - each program represents a com
promise between the administrative and
political costs of the scheme and the
efficiency benefits of more precise or less
burdensome taxes . The optimal solution
will change with technology and public
perception . The extent to which the cur
rent system achieves these goals is next
considered .

Panel 2B — Excise Surcharge

ASSESSMENT OF CURRENT
USER TAX SYSTEM

- - - S'

4

FIGURE 2

user decisions least influenced by the ad
ditional charge .

Introduction

In assessing the highway financing
system , we must note that it is a “ sys
tem " in concept only . Both the federal
and state highway tax program are in
reality little more than a collection of
miscellaneous taxes ; there is little co
ordination among or between government
departments ; no one is responsible for
ensuring that highway taxes are modi .
fied over time to reflect changes in cost
responsibilities .
The current user charge system (see
Table 1) is an elaborate system of large
ly federal and state taxes which , in
1975 , raised over $19 billion . User charg
es are the dominant revenue source at
the federal and state levels , accounting
for almost 85 percent of all highway
revenues . Local government user charges
are less important , as they account for
less than 10 percent of their highway
revenues . The lack of user charges at the
local government level is a major prob
lem since many highway costs are best
charged locally . In total, however , user
charges provide almost three -quarters of
all highway revenues .11
Assessing highway financing from the
efficiency perspective involves first de
termining whether the tax serves any
pricing function ; and if not , whether it
raises revenues at reasonable adminis
trative cost and with few distorting im
pacts . Each of the current user charges
is now considered in this context ,

Summary

From this discussion . several design
criteria emerge . User charges , should be
based on the actual costs of travel. To
the extent compatible with administra
tive cost considerations , charges should
be levied as closely as possible in time,
place , and use to the activity occasion
ing that cost . The benefits of cost -based
prices might well justify the additional
administrative costs of more elaborate
pricing methods . The system should in -
clude a tax corresponding to each signifi
cant dimension of variable road cost.
Thus, the pricing side of the user charge
system should resemble the multi - part
tariffs of public utility theory .
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TABLE 1

USER TAXES BY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT

Yes

State County &
Federal Level Municipal

Motor Vehicle Excises Trucks Only No* No *
Registration Fees Trucks Only Some

Fuel Tax Yes Yes Some

Lube Oil Tax Yes No No

Tire Tax
Parts Tax Trucks Only No No
Mileage Tax Mosti No
Ton -Mileage Tax No (Colo ) No

• Many state and local jurisdictions levy sales taxes which could be, and in some cases are , used to
finance highways .
Most states require interstate trucks to maintain mileage records as a means of enforcing fuel
use taxes.

Yes No NO

No

Motor Vehicle Excises

The current motor vehicle excise is a
10 percent ad valorem tax on manufac
turer's selling price of heavy trucks . In
1975 the tax raised $393 million . Since
there are few manufacturers , the tax is
readily administered although some prob
lems are encountered in clarifying what
equipment should be included in the tax
base .
The tax , however , has few pricing
functions . An ad valorem tax considers
only selling price — a statistic of little
predictive value in assessing the costs
the vehicle will impose on the highway
system . Some incentive effects would re
sult were motor vehicle excises to vary
based on some physical characteristic of
the vehicle ; however , this would also in
volve greater administrative costs . More
over , such taxes ignore the variations in
use that occur for vehicles of the same
type . As it stands , the motor vehicle ex
cise tax must be viewed as a revenue ,
not a pricing tax .
How does it rank on this basis ? Ex
cises raise the selling price of new
equipment and thus encourage potential
buyers to make do with fewer vehicles .
Estimating the resulting burden requires
an investigation of the demand for heavy
trucks . Pending such analysis , the low
administrative costs of this tax suggest
that it be viewed as a logical candidate
for revenue purposes .

this is attributable to the revenue col
lection function is not clear ; however ,
any tax collected on a one-on -one basis ,
will almost always be more expensive to
administer than taxes collected in some
more aggregate manner .
Registration fees are not effective
prices , because ownership of a vehicle
per se has little to do with road costs .
Registration fees play little interference
pricing role either , although area spe
cific licenses might play a role here . A
restricted license would limit the hours
and areas in which the vehicle might
operate . This would provide some incen
tives to opt out of the market for driv .
ing during highly congested periods.
Registration fees of this type are not
yet being used in the U . S.
Most states levy weight-based regis
tration fees or surcharges , and these are
often assumed to play a pricing role in
allocating road damage costs among road
users . However , most states levy regis
tration fees on the maximum weight the
vehicle is authorized to carry . Since the
average load will be lower , the rate im
plicitly assumes some " average " load .
Vehicles of that type carrying less than
this average subsidize those vehicles
carrying more . This topic was debated
at the time the federal truck registra
tion fee was imposed . Treasury spokes
people noted that administrative consid
erations required that trucks be grouped
into fairly aggregate categories , but that
this led to cross -subsidies . Treasury
viewed this as a regrettable but un
avoidable aspect of any tax scheme .
Registration fees may distort commer .
cial fleet operating policies and family
car ownership . Higher registration fees
encourage owners to operate fewer ve
hicles more intensely . Commercial oper .

Registration Fees

Registration fees are a major compo
nent , over $5 billion , of the current high -
way financing system . In 1975 Highway
Statistics reported $704 million spent for
" collection and administration of high -
way user revenues ." What fraction of
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ators are also likely to minimize regis -
tration costs by relocating ; and this is
encouraged by the highly complex pat
tern of registration rules among states . *

* A recent study found state highway
tax payments substantially lower for ve
hicles based outside the state .12

No quantitative assessment of these bur
den costs has been conducted .

able from other petroleum products .
Therefore , gasoline can be taxed at the
distributor level rather than at the re
tail level, which greatly simplifies the
administration .
Taxing diesel and other special fuels ,
however , is a more complicated matter .
Diesel is used in rail , barge and other
off - road transport modes and is not read
ily distinguishable from home heating
oil . This makes taxation of diesel at an
early point in the system difficult , since
the distributor would have to know the
ultimate use of the products sold . Also ,
many commercial firms maintain their
own system of fuel depots , which compli
cates the taxpayer identification and aud .
iting process . Currently , the federal gov
ernment spends a considerable portion of
all resources devoted to excise tax ad .
ministration on the diesel tax .15With the
rapid dieselization of the light vehicle
fleet, it is expected that these tax ad
ministration problems will greatly in
crease . As a result , fuel taxation is un
likely to retain it

s

role as the obvious
source o

f highway revenue . Fuel taxes
were never a good pricing mechanism .

They will become an increasingly more
expensive revenue tax .

Fuel Taxes
Fuel taxes raise over $ 12 . 5 billion and
are thus the single most important user
charge . Over 6

5 percent o
f all user

charge revenues are derived from fuel
taxes . They make up about 7

4 and 61
percent o

f

federal and state highway
user charge revenues respectively .

Despite their importance , fuel taxes
are of little use a

s road prices . They are

a poor pricing mechanism for charging
variable maintenance costs . Although
weight is correlated with fuel consump
tion , the fuel increase is miniscule in

comparison with the damage shifts o
f

heavier vehicles . For example , a five -

axle truck increases it
s

fuel consumption
only 1

2 percent as its weight increases
from 50 ,000 to 8

0 ,000 pounds , while the
damage it occasions increases by almost
600 percent . 1

3

Fuel taxes also poorly relate to inter
ference costs . Fuel consumption does in .

crease as travel in delay conditions in

creases ; however , the interference costs
increase far more . External costs are
also weakly associated with fuel con
sumption . The noise and pollution gen
erated by a vehicle is more closely re
lated to the design o

f

the vehicle and the
control equipment installed .

Fuel taxes are a plausible revenue
tax . The price elasticity o

f

fuel is rela
tively low which lowers the inefficiency
effects o

f the tax . * Some road use is dis

Lube Oil Tax

At the time the excise tax o
n lubri

cating oils was shifted to the highway
trust fund , all lubricating oils were
taxed . The tax has since been modified

so that it is applicable only to lubricat
ing products consumed in o

n
-road vehi

cles . The tax is still collected as a manu
facturer ' s excise but , given its restricted
scope , now requires complex refund and
exemption rulings . Moreover , relatively
little money is collected b

y

this tax
only $ 66 million in 1975 .

It should also b
e noted that a tax o
n

lubricating oils has essentially the same
role as a fuel tax . It serves no pricing
purpose and a
s
a revenue tax could read

ily b
e replaced b
y

other taxes a
t

less
administrative cost .

* Recent work o
n the impact o
f energy

taxes indicates that the burden costs o
f

the gas tax might approach 1 percent o
f

revenues collected . 1
4

couraged and some users buy smaller
cars .

In assessing the role o
f

fuel taxes for
revenue purposes , administrative costs
must also b

e considered . Both gasoline
and diesel are important fuels , but their
administration is very different . Taxing
gasoline is fairly straight forward in

terms o
f

administration . Virtually all
gasoline is consumed in highway use ;

moreover , gasoline is readily distinguish -

Tire , Tube , and Retread Rubber Tax
Excise taxes o

n tires , tubes , and re
tread rubber are often assumed to play

a pricing function , since tire wear cor
relates with road use . Again the suppo
sition does not bear scrutiny . First , re

cycled rubber is taxed at a lower rate
which arbitarily reduces the tax for ve
hicles using retreads . Moreover , from
the pricing o

r

incentive view , the tax is

perverse , since the tax is based not o
n

rubber used - a factor that might corre
late with road stress — but rather o

n rub
ber purchased . Taxes increase a

s

more
tires are placed between the road and
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tive structure to levy such taxes is al
ready in place in most states , under the
label of fuel use taxes. A fuel use tax is
a reporting requirement imposed on road
users who might evade the normal fuel
tax laws through out -of-state or direct
purchases of fuel. There is no adminis
tratively simple way to tax these road
users . Fuel use laws require that mile
age records be maintained , and this
would permit the state to levy a vehicle
specific mileage charge . In fact , most
states still tax such users on a nominal
fuel consumption basis . By allowing a
useful proxy for road use - vehicle spe
cific mileage — to be degraded to a less
valuable use dimension - fuel consumed
- an opportunity for more rational road
pricing is lost .
Mileage taxes are not particularly
useful as revenue taxes , since they in
volve substantially higher administrative
costs than the earlier taxes discussed .
However , mileage taxes need not be im
posed on all road users , and to the ex
tent that they act as road prices , they
may justify the higher administrative
costs .

the load . Yet, distributing a load over a
larger area via more axles and tires
reduces the stress on the road . But the
rubber tax actually discourages users
from such cost - reducing actions .
The tax is , however , easy to collect . It
is collected as amanufacturers ' levy , and
thus involves few administrative prob -
lems. It may thus have some value as
a general revenue measure since it does
raise substantial sums - over $675 mil.
lion in 1975 . The question remains as to
whether these revenue -raising advan
tages offset its disadvantages .

Parts Tax

The tax on truck parts is a remnant
of a once -extensive system of revenue
excises . Redefinition and modifications
have reduced the impact of this tax until
it now applies only to selected truck
parts . The tax is weakly linked to use
in that a vehicle used more intensively
will typically require more parts . How
ever , as noted repeatedly , intensive use
does not necessarily imply greater road
costs . In any event , the value of parts
is a poor proxy for road use .
The tax does raise revenues . In 1975
some $116 million was raised by this tax .
However , the tax also raises major defi
nition problems - - when is a part a truck
part ? These definitional issues have be
come the focal point of intense lobbying
and judicial debate and add to the ad -
ministrative burdens of this tax . These
administrative problems may outweigh
the revenue value of the parts tax .

Mileage Taxes
Mileage taxes are taxes based on the
mileage a vehicle travels . The mileage
traveled by a specific vehicle is a plaus
ible basis for pricing variable mainte
nance costs . Vehicle type is to some ex
tent correlated with weight carried , and
the number of miles traveled provides
an indication of how much pavement is
exposed to this damage potential . (Of
course , actual weight would be pre
ferred .) Those states that explicitly use
a mileage -charge structure charge vehi
cles differently based on their authorized
weight . Since mileage taxes can have a
major impact on operating costs , vehicles
will register their vehicles as closely as
possible to the weight they will carry .
Thus , the mileage tax can become a sur
rogate for road damage . The rates now
in effect poorly track this cost respon -
sibility since they increase only linearly
while , as noted earlier , damages increase
exponentially ; however , this problem
could be addressed by redesigning the
rate schedule .
Such taxes do involve greater admin -
istrative costs ; however , the administra -

Ton Mileage Taxes
Only Colorado currently uses a ton
mileage tax . Nonetheless , ton mileage

taxes are worth considering , because a

tax of this type comes closest of all cur
rent taxes to pricing variable mainte
nance costs . In the Colorado scheme , the

rate varies both with the class of the

vehicle and the tons carried . Every emp
ty mile traveled is charged at a base

rate of .8mills per mile . A surcharge of
two mills per cargo ton mile is imposed ,
resulting in a per mile tax rate increase

of two mills per additional ton .16 This
rate of increase is much greater than
that of a fuel tax . Still , the marginal
rate is constant while marginal damages
increase rapidly with load . A relatively
simple change in the tax could eliminate
these problems . The rate charged per
marginal ton could vary with tonnage so
that each additional ton would pay a
higher fee .

Summary

The current tax system contains some
taxes that appear unnecessary . An exam
ple is the lube oil tax . Other taxes , such
as the tire tax , provide perverse incen
tives . Other taxes play a valuable reve
nue raising role , although current
trends threaten this — fuel taxes are the
major example . Motor vehicle excises
and registration fees appear useful reve
nue charges - charges of this type are
unlikely to induce major efficiency loss
es . Other taxes play no relevant pricing
role but cannot be ruled out as revenue
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taxes - an example is the truck parts ex
cise . Still other taxes , in particular the
mileage and ton mileage taxes , might
be redesigned to more effectively price at
least the variable maintenance compo
nent of road use costs . The most serious
shortcoming of the current system is that
no charges are now levied for interfer-
ence costs . Some form of area licensing
might be of use here .

Treasury should also assess the cur
rent system of federal, state , and local
highway financing and evaluate the rela
tive advantages of prices and revenue
taxes at each level . Along with this, con
sideration should be given to improve co
ordination of federal, state , and local
tax administration . As manager of the
highway trust fund , Treasury might re
port annually on the highway excise
program with updates of not only the
revenues obtained and auditing and com
pliance statistics , but also estimates of
the efficiency benefits currently realized
by the pricing elements of the program
and of the tax burdens associated with
the revenue taxes . Administrative costs
should similarly be reported .
As noted in the introduction to this
paper , the highway sector of the economy
is large . The way this system is financed
has much to do with the value it pro
vides . To date , the role of efficient fi
nancing in regulating the use and de
sign of this system has been little
recognized . The advantages of such rec
ognition appears substantial; their reali
zation will require considerable research
and change .

FOOTNOTES

CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

In conclusion , a rational user charge
scheme would be multi -part , including
both pricing and revenue taxes . The cur
rent system , however , seriously departs
from this ideal. Few taxes have any si

g

nificant pricing role and , o
f

these , none
are applied in a consistent nationwide
fashion . Some taxes are redundant in

the sense that another tax provides a

more logical pricing role o
r

fulfills the
revenue -raising role more cheaply . Tax

e
s

based o
n use play a
n excessive role

when only a fraction o
f all highway

costs are attributable to road use . This
suggests a shift away from use taxes ,

perhaps to registration fees o
r motor

vehicle excises .

Improvements are possible , but will
require greater knowledge o

f

the costs
associated with road use and the ad
ministrative and efficiency costs o

f al
ternative taxes . The Surface Transpor
tation Assistance Act of 1978 assigned
responsibilities in this area to both the
Department of Transportation and Treas
ury . The Department o

f Transportation

is required to undertake a highway cost
allocation study which should yield es
timates o

f

the marginal costs o
f

road
use and of the economic impacts of vari
ous highway charges . However , past cost
allocation studies have not addressed the
economic issues involved in highway fi

nancing , and there is some likelihood
that the current effort will also fail to

yield any relevant information about
highway pricing . 17

Treasury is therefore advised to con
sider developing such information di
rectly , although they should encourage
DOT to consider such questions also .

Treasury is required to assess current
highway excise taxes and to recommend
an improved system . This requires esti
mating the marginal costs o

f highway
use , the benefits o

f marginal cost pric
ing , and the inefficiencies o

f charges de
parting from these levels . The estimated
savings and costs must b

e considered in

conjunction with the administrative costs

to government and to the taxpayer o
f

the various charge instruments . From
this review should emerge the elements

o
f
a rational user charge structure .
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